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Abstract

We present a MOF-based metamodel for the SA/RT (Structured Anal-
ysis for Real-Time Systems) design method. The metamodel is designed to
be easily combined with the UML 1.4 metamodel, thus allowing data flow
information to be incorporated into UML models. The metamodel has been
developed and tested in a graphical fashion, using the Software Modeling
Workbench tool developed at TUCS.
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1 Introduction

Structured Analysis for Real-Time Systems, or SA/RT, is a graphical design
notation focusing on analyzing the functional behaviour of and information
flow through a system. SA/RT, which in turn is a refinement of the struc-
tural analysis methods originally introduced by Douglass Ross and popular-
ized by Tom DeMarco[10] in the seventies, was first introduced by Ward and
Mellor[1] in 1985 and has thereafter been refined and modified by other re-
searchers, one well-known example being the Hatley and Pirbhai[2] proposal.
In recent years the Structured Analysis method has been largely overshad-
owed by the de-facto industry standard for graphical modelling, the Unified
Modeling Language (UML)[3]. We believe, however, that structural model-
ing could have important advantages compared to UML in certain situations.
In particular we believe that it sometimes would be possible to analyze and
describe real-time (embedded) systems in a more natural way using the data
flow diagrams of structured analysis methods than by using the class- and
object-oriented approach of UML, especially in the initial analysis and design
phases.

One apparent problem when creating models using the SA/RT approach
is that different tools and practitioners interpret the SA/RT notation in dif-
ferent ways, a fact which can give rise to inconsistencies and confusion. Sev-
eral examples of such ambiguities are given in [4]. A well-defined metamodel
for SA/RT could help to resolve such problems.

On a related note, the Object Modeling Group (OMG) has defined a
metamodeling standard, Meta Object Facility (MOF)[5], which is used when
defining the UML metamodel. The MOF standard is also meant to be usable
for specifying other modeling methods, but examples of such applications are
still relatively few and far between. In this paper we present such an example,
defining a metamodel for SA/RT using the MOF standard. The metamodel
is deliberately built upon a subset of the core part of the UML metamodel,
which makes it possible to use the SA/RT model both as a stand-alone model
and, in the future, as a direct extension of UML, even using a lightweight. i.e.
profile, extension approach. When developing the metamodel we employed
a graphical approach, using a MOF-based modeling tool, SMW, which has
been developed in-house at TUCS.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the next section we
explain the structure of a SA/RT model and its notation as described in
the literature. In Section 3 we briefly explain the most important parts of
the MOF standard and in Section 4 we present our MOF-based metamodel
for SA/RT. Section 5 discusses how the metamodel was developed using
the MOF-based modeling tool, Software Modeling Workbench (SMW)[8].
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Finally, the paper is concluded, in section 6, with a discussion and some
future work and directions.

2 The SA/RT notation

As was mentioned in the introduction, since its introduction several alter-
native interpretations of the SA/RT notation have been presented in the
literature. To create a metamodel it is thus necessary to decide upon one
interpretation of the standard. Our approach is to use the original specifica-
tion by Ward and Mellor as the starting point and use it as far as possible.
The main difference between the Ward/Mellor and Hatley/Pirbhai variants
of SA/RT is that Hatley and Pirbhai separates dataflow and control informa-
tion into two separate views. In our opinion this approach makes the models
more difficult to understand than in the Wart/Mellor approach, and we think
that the possibility included in both variants to refine models into smaller
modules is sufficient to divide the model into manageable pieces. This is cer-
tainly not the only example of differences between the Hatley/Pirbhai and
Ward/Mellor methodologies, for there are some minor notational differences
in the definitions of the Data Flow diagrams, but all in all we think that the
better clarity of the Ward/Mellor approach motivates our choice.

The basic building blocks of an SA/RT system do remain the same re-
gardless of the different notational dialects: systems are described using data
flow diagrams, finite state machines, and data dictionaries. These are all de-
scribed below. We will also briefly mention some ways to model the passive
system as described by Ward/Mellor and Hatley/Pirbhai. A system is con-
sidered to be passive if it produces a response only when stimulated by an
incoming data/event/message.

2.1 Data Flow Diagrams

The Data Flow Diagram (DFD) is the main diagram used for structured
analysis and models the data flow through the entire system along with the
manipulations done to this data. A DFD consists of three main kinds of com-
ponents: transformations, stores, and flows. A transformation performs some
operation on the information it receives as input, after which the modified
information is produced as the output, while a store only stores the informa-
tion it receives as input, eventually passing it on unmodified to another model
element. Flows act as the glue of the system, connecting transformations and
stores together and transporting the information between them.
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An important and distinguishing characteristic of the DFD is the separa-
tion of data and control information. This means that there are both control
and data variants of all the three main components listed above. Control
transformations process control events, while data transformations process
data (or special control events which are discussed below). In the same way,
data stores and data flows only handles data, while their control counterparts
only accept events.

There are quite a lot of rules regarding how the different system compo-
nents may be connected to each other: control transformations (and stores)
can be connected only to basic control flows. Data transformations can pro-
duce both data and events as outputs, but as inputs they can only have data
flows or special control flows which enables, disables or triggers the data
transformation processes. Flows can be split or joined in various ways to
produce subsets and clones of data and events. Additionally, flows can be
either discrete or continuous (the special control flows, hereafter referred to
as prompt flows, can not be continuous). The model elements of a DFD will
be discussed in more detail in Section 4 of this paper, where we present our
SA/RT metamodel.

DFDs can (and should) be hierarchical, where the upmost layer is actu-
ally a context diagram describing the interfaces between the system and the
outside world and the external entities interacting with these interfaces. This
means that only a single datatransformation and a number of external enti-
ties, and the flows between them, is allowed in the top-level diagram. Lower
layers then refine the system until the functionality of all transformations
have been described.

How to describe the functionality of the data transformations is not speci-
fied in detail in the literature, but typically this can be done using pseudocode
or flowcharts. The functionality of control transformations is described using
state machines, explained in the next section. Note that even though data
transformations only act on data and prompt events, the fact that data trans-
formations generally are refined means that control flows can be connected
to refined data transformations as inputs. These flows are then connected to
control transformations inside the refined data transformation.

2.2 State Machines

To model the control transformations Ward and Mellor use Mealy state ma-
chines, i.e. the actions taken are associated with state transitions, while Hat-
ley and Pirbhai use a Moore/Mealy hybrid approach, i.e. the output actions
can be driven by both the state transitions and the current states. Each
control transformation is associated with one state machine. The original
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specification in [1] describes a rather simple state machine model, without
any of the syntactic sugar found in e.g. the statechart definition of UML, for
example hierachical and history states.

2.3 Data Dictionaries

The data flowing through the system is described using data dictionaries,
where the contents and structure of each data element is described in detail.
Ward and Mellor suggest a regular-expression like notation to denote this
information, as the data may be refined into several smaller subsets of the
original data type.

2.4 Static Models: Data Schemas and Architectural
Models

Ward and Mellor suggest that Entity-Relationship (ER) diagrams should be
used to model what they call the Data Schema of the system, that is, the
system as a passive entity. ER diagrams are in many aspects similar to class
diagrams in UML. Hatley and Pirbai include Architectural Models in their
systems. The purpose of these models is to map the functionality of the
system onto actual physical components. None of these models are further
considered in this paper or modelled in the metamodel. The reason for this
is, as we shall see below, that we are interested in combining the data flow
modeling style with UML, and thus we already have a good way to model
the passive system and physical entities using the existing UML diagrams.

3 The MOF specification

The Meta Object Facility (MOF) standard[5] is an object-oriented frame-
work created by the Object Modeling Group (OMG), intended to be used
when defining metamodels for graphical notations. The MOF model can
thus be seen as a meta-model for other meta-models, or, using the standard
metamodeling terminology, a meta-meta-model.

The four main components in a MOF-based meta-model are classes, as-
sociations, datatypes and packages. Meta-objects in the target metamodel
are modeled using classes, while the associations model binary relationships
between these meta-objects. Data types model data such as primitive and
external types and packages are used to make the model more manageable by
modularizing the model. “Standard” object-oriented features are supported,
i.e. classes may have attributes, inheritance and aggregation associations are
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Figure 1: The top-level packages of the SART metamodel

included, etc. In practice, a MOF-based metamodel can be constructed in
much the same way as one would construct any class diagram for an object-
oriented design. Additional constraints on the metamodel can be specified
through well-formedness rules which must hold in order for the model to be
considered correct.

The most well-known example of a MOF-based metamodel is UML [3].
The UML metamodel has however not actually been developed by creating
a metamodel consistent with the MOF standard, but instead the UML and
the MOF standards have been developed simultaneously. The fact that the
MOF model can be described using standard UML with few modifications
shows the close relationship between the two standards. Also, the well-
formedness rules which are defined for the MOF standard are expressed using
the Object Constraint Language (OCL), which now also is defined as a part
of the UML 1.4 standard. Other examples of MOF-based metamodels are
the Common Warehouse Model (CWM)[6], also created by the OMG, and
the web application model W2000[7].

4 A metamodel for SA/RT

Next we present our metamodel for the SA/RT notation and the methodol-
ogy we used for developing it. As we already mentioned, our future goal is to
be able to incorporate dataflow models and dataflow information with UML
models. Because of this, we have tried to keep the SA/RT model as compati-
ble with the UML metamodel as possible, although it also functions perfectly
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Figure 2: The Core package of the SA/RT metamodel

well as a stand-alone model. In practice this means that the core framework
of the metamodel is quite similar to the UML metamodel core, but with some
unnecessary features removed. This makes the SA/RT metamodel directly
connectable to the standard UML 1.4 metamodel.

The metamodel is divided into several parts, as shown in Figure 1. The
Core package contains fundamental metamodel elements needed by the other
packages, while the Dataflow and Statemachine packages describe the actual
diagrams present in an SA/RT model. Additionally, we use some Auxil-
iary/Expressions packages to keep down the size of the core package.

Figure 2 shows the contents of the Core package. As explained earlier,
we wanted to retain the possibility to incorporate the data flow modeling
capabilities with UML, so this is essentially a subset of the UML core model.
The main differences are the addition of the DataElement class, which rep-
resents the different types of data which are flowing through the system and
which may in turn be subsets of other datatypes, and the simplification or
omission of some constructs such as the Event class which does not need the
associated signature it has in the corresponding UML metamodel, as events
are not carrying any data values in SA/RT. If the SA/RT metamodel was
to be used together with the UML metamodel it would not be a problem to
incorporate these elements again.

The probably most interesting of the packages in the metamodel is the
Dataflow, shown in Figure 3, which defines the elements that may be in-
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Figure 3: The Dataflow package of the SART metamodel

cluded in a Dataflow diagram.

As mentioned earlier the Ward/Mellor book defines a very simplistic
statemachine structure for modeling control transformations, but there is
of course nothing which prevents us from using some other, more complex,
statemachine model. Because of this, and because of our metamodel’s com-
patibility with the UML core metamodel, we instead chose to use the state-
chart metamodel of UML as the basis for our StateMachine package, which
defines the statemachine part of the metamodel. As this metamodel is essen-
tially identical to the UML statechart metamodel which can be found in [3]
it is omitted here. Perhaps worth mentioning is that an association between
the ControlTransformation and StateMachine classes inside the package
represents the fact that the behaviour of control transformations is specified
using statecharts.

Both these packages “hook on” to the Core package, and thus also to
the more elaborated UML Core package, if needed. The UML compatibility
means that there are some classes in the Core package which actually could be
removed without compromising the metamodel, but at the cost of the “plug-
and-play” of this metamodel with regard to UML. An example of such a class
is Association, as the Flow class equally well could be directly subclassed
from the Classifer class, replacing the Association class altogether.

Next we will take a closer look at the Dataflow package. There are es-
sentially three main classes describing the major model element types in the
DFD. These classes are then subclassed to provide all the model elements
allowed in a DFD.
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• The ExternalEntity class represents entities outside the system bound-
aries. Interacting through the system-level interfaces, these entities can
provide input to the system or receive output from the system.

• The Flow class defines the flows between the transformations and stores
in the DFD. The subclasses DataFlow and ControlFlow define flows
for transporting data and events, respectively. The PromptFlow class
models the special control flows enabling and disabling data transfor-
mations, as discussed in Section 2.1. The flowKind attribute spec-
ifies whether the flow is continous or discrete, while the association
childFlow<->refinedFlow represents the connection between a flow
in a higher-level DFD and the corresponding refined flow in the lower-
level DFD.

• The InternalEntity class is the most important class in the dataflow
package. Its three subclasses, Transformation, FlowModifier, and
Store, are all in turn subclassed to define the specific model elements
found in DFDs.

– The subclasses of Transformation defines DataTransformations
and ControlTransformations. The implementation of DataTrans-
formations are currently only modeled using a text-form descrip-
tion, but it would also be easy to use e.g. UML activity diagrams
to model the their functionality, much in the same way as we are
already using statecharts to model ControlTransformations.

– FlowModifier subclasses are used to model the connection points
where the contents of a Flow can be modified. Split either splits
a flow into a number of identical copies (CloneSplit) or into a
number of subsets (SubsetSplit) of the original flow. Join either
joins the whole contents of several flows into one flow (AndJoin)
or creates one flow containing one of the original flows (OrJoin).

– ControlStores and DataStores model event and data reposito-
ries, respectively.

The hierarchical structure of data flow diagrams means that DataTrans-
formations can contain (be refined into) other Internal Entities and Flows.
A flow connected to a refined DataTransformation will also appear inside the
DataTransformation, connected to one or many of its Internal Entities. The
DFD specification considers that both the outer flow as well as the inner flow
are the same. For comfortability reasons, in our graphical implementation
we use two distinct flows to model the higher-level and the lower level flows.
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Figure 4: Example of using two flows to express the link between a lower-level
element (datarans4) and a higher-level element (datatrans3) of a DFD

This mechanism makes it easier to perform manipulations on the model. An
example is presented in Figure 4, where the DFD on the right is a (partial)
refinement of the datatrans2 in the left DFD. Although the ”left” flow is
conceptually the same with the ”right” flow, inside the SA/RT profile they
are implemented as two distinct DataFlow elements, where the datatrans2

transformation can be seen as a bridge between the elements (datatrans4
and datatrans3) connected to the two flows.

In addition to the graphical metamodel we also need some additional
constraints on the model. These constraints are extracted from the informal
specifications and include, for example, rules stating that data sinks are
forbidden, i.e. a datatransformation must have both inputs and outputs,
and the earlier mentioned rule saying that data transformations cannot have
ordinary control flows as inputs. Some or even most of these constraints
could also have been specified in the graphical metamodel, with the cost of
more cluttering of the metamodel diagram. When developing a metamodel
this is of course a tradeoff which must be evaluated on a case-per-case basis.
The implementation of the well-formedness rules will be discussed in more
detail in the next section.

5 Implementing the metamodel using SMW

The Software Modeling Workbench (SMW)[8] is developed in-house at TUCS.
It is a toolkit for creating and manipulating MOF-based software models and
is implemented in Python. The Python implementation of a specific meta-
model can be generated simply by giving the SMW metamodel generator the
metamodel file as an input. This file can be either in the form of a metamodel
DTD file, such as the UML DTDs available for download from OMG, or as
a UML class diagram saved in XML metadata interchange (XMI)[9] format.

We chose the second possibility of those listed above and created a class
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diagram using the commercial UML modeling tool TogetherSoft ControlCen-
ter, after which the class diagram was exported to XMI. Some small modifi-
cations had to be made to the generated XMI files to make them compatible
with the official XMI standard. This XMI file was then used as an input
to the SMW metamodel generator which creates a Python file describing
the metamodel. The SMW toolkit enforces some constraints automatically,
e.g. the multiplicity of the model elements, and adds checks for these in the
metamodel file, but more specific constraints still have to be defined by hand
in a separate file and supplied as input to the metamodel generator. These
constraints have been implemented as well-formedness rules which are coded
directly in Python, using OCL-like constructs provided by SMW. This ap-
proach is similar to the way the UML metamodel is defined. Some examples
of the constraints, and their implementation in Python, are shown below.
Refer to the Core package of the metamodel to see how the implementation
corresponds to the metamodel.

In total we have defined 20 such well-formedness rules to constrain the
dataflow part of the SA/RT models.

def wfrDataStore1(self):

"A DataStore may only be connected to DataFlows"

return(self.association.forAll(

lambda ae: ae.association.oclIsKindOf(DataFlow)))

def wfrFlow1(self):

"Flows may not have the same source and target elements"

return (self.connection.forAll(

lambda ae1,ae2:

not (ae1.participant==ae2.participant)))

A complete list of these rules can be found in Appendix A. There are also
well-formedness rules for the statechart part of the models, but as these are
the same rules as those defined for statechats in the UML standard they are
omitted here.

The avid reader may notice that the class diagrams describing the SA/RT
metamodel in the previous chapter are actually not drawn using Together.
The SMW toolkit also includes a nearly full-fledged graphical editor for UML
diagrams, and to avoid the problems with Together’s XMI files we switched
to using SMW’s UML editor when constructing the SA/RT metamodel.

5.1 Verifying and testing the metamodel

To test the metamodel we initially created a design for a cruise-control system
as described in the Ward and Mellor book. This design was made in a com-
pletely textual manner, that is, all elements were specified in textual form as
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Figure 5: The Auxiliary package of the SA/RT metamodel

a Python program. To be able to evaluate the metamodel more completely,
however, we decided to implement an SA/RT profile for the SMW editor,
thus making it possible to interactively create models and get feedback on
the metamodel design decisions. While some work was needed to implement
the actual editor functionality for the SA/RT profile, the only change which
had to be made to the metamodel was the inclusion of a PresentationEle-
ment class describing the physical views of the ModelElement. This class is
included in the Auxiliary packet of the SA/RT metamodel (see Figure 5).

Currently the SA/RT profile supports both refined Data Flow diagrams
and UML-like statecharts. Because the existing UML profile of the SMW
editor already included good support for statecharts we did not have to im-
plement this functionality ourselves. The DFD editor supports all model
elements which can be used in DFDs, and has features such as the creation
of refined transformations, and automatic connection and creation of flows
between inner and outer flows. It can also update names and types of inner
flows automatically when an outer flow changes. Property editors make it
easy to change the most common properties of the model elements, such as
changing names of transformations and adding data elements and events to
flows.

Figure 6 shows a screenshot of a top-level model (i.e. a context diagram),
and Figure 7 shows a screenshot of a corresponding refined flow, where the
outer flows (from e.g. the context- or some other higher-level diagram) has
been connected to the inner, refined transformations. The system shown is
part of the Cruise Control system described by Ward and Mellor. The UML
actor-like figures represent external entities. Circles drawn with a solid line
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Figure 6: Context-level screenshot

are DataTransformations while dashed circles are ControlTransformations.
Similarly, dashed lines are control flows and solid lines are data flows. The
solid black dots in the lower-level diagram represent entry and exit points
to the upper-level diagram. The property editor for the currently selected
element can be seen in the bottom of the screen.

This graphical approach to metamodel contruction proved to be quite
useful, as it enabled us to identify several shortcomings and deficiencies in
our original model and helped us to make it more useful in practical use. For
example, in our original model we had quite a few of redundant classes which
later could be removed. As discussed in the previous section, there still re-
main some classes which could be removed if the compatibility with UML is
sacrificed. Also, as we implemented the editor we found out that associations
such as childFlow<->refinedFlow greatly improved our ability to analyze
and modify the model. This association represents the way we implemented
the relationship between the two conceptually identic flows presented in Sec-
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Figure 7: Lower-level screenshot

tion 4 (see Figure 4). There the higher-level flow between the datatrans2

and datatrans3 (left DFD) has as childFlow the lower-level flow in the
lower-level DFD (right DFD) that in turn, has as refinedFlow the flow on
the higher-level DFD (left DFD). In general the graphical method enabled
us to very quickly experiment with new ideas and verify if these resulted in
a better or worse metamodel.

One slight problem due to us testing the metamodel in this fashion is
that although we use well-defined rules to specify those characteristics of
the metamodel which are not defined graphically, (i.e. in the xmi file), we
still need to implement those rules again in the SMW editor. For example,
although one of our well-formedness rules specify that a join or a split must
not be connected to both data and event flows, we still have to specify this
rule explicitly in the part of the editor which handles connections between
elements. That is, it is not sufficient to check if the well-formedness rule
holds after the erroneous element already has been added to the diagram,
but rather the user should be prevented from adding the incorrect model
element at all.

Of course, it is also the case that some well-formedness rules cannot be
applied to models which are under development. An example of this situation
is the well-formedness rule stating that a non-abstract DataTransformation,
that is, a DataTransformation which is not refined by any other transfor-
mations, may only be connected to DataFlows and PromptFlows, not to
regular ControlFlows. When designing a model it would be unpractical to
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Figure 8: Verifying the model

apply this restriction to the model, as we are likely to have some unrefined
DataTransformations in our unfinished model which later are going to be
refined, and thus become abstract. Applying the well-formednes rule while
designing the model would mean that we need to define all transformations
completely before we can add flows between them. In this case it is thus more
reasonable to only check that the condition holds for the complete model.
Figure 6 also illustrates this case, as here we have not yet added any refining
transformations for the ’Maintain Auto Speed’ transformation, but we still
we have connected Control Flows to it.

Once the model is completed it is very easy to test it for correctness. The
SMW editor features a shell through which the model can be inspected and
also modified using Python scripts. To check the model for consistency it is
enough to execute one single command in the shell, which then recursively
checks that all well-formedness rules on the model (or any selected model
element) hold. Figure 8 shows an example of such a verification, where
the datatrans1 transformation violates the well-formedness rule that every
transformation should have both inputs and outputs. This verification fea-
ture also meant that it was very easy for us to verify that the well-formedness
rules works as intended.
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6 Conclusions and future work

This report has presented a MOF-based meta-model for SA/RT and de-
scribed how the metamodel was constructed using a graphical and iterative
approach. Some refinement of the metamodel may still be needed, and some
functionality is also still missing from the graphical editor, such as better
support for creating the data dictionary and better property editors for some
of the model elements.

The most interesting future work is however to explore good ways to in-
corporate and combine data-flow models with object-oriented methods such
as UML. We are currently in the process of carrying out some case stud-
ies, which apart from giving us more input on possible deficiencies in our
metamodel, will be used to explore in which situations the functional view
employed by data-flow diagrams could be a more natural way to describe
embedded systems, and how this view and the object-oriented view of UML
could be combined. That the combination of these two modeling concepts is
not straightforward is also indicated in [1], as Ward and Mellor acknowledges
that the passive view of the system, modeled using ER diagrams, and the
data flow views of the system overlap. It is also interesting to note that the
passive views of the systems are missing in all four case studies presented in
[1]. However, for the purpose of exploring these concepts further, this meta-
modeling exercise has been very useful in that it has helped us to understand
the mechanisms and rules for functional modeling.
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A Well-formed rules for the Data Flow dia-

grams in the SA/RT metamodel

1. A Constraint cannot be applied to itself

def wfrConstraint1(self):

"A Constraint cannot be applied to itself"

return not(self.constrainedElement.includes(self))

2. AssociationEnds are unnamed

def wfrAssociationEnd1(self):

"AssociationEnds are unnamed"

return (self.name=="")

3. Flows may not have the same source and target elements

def wfrFlow1(self):

"Flows may not have the same source and target elements"

return (self.connection.forAll(

lambda ae1,ae2:

implies((ae1.participant==ae2.participant), ae1==ae2)))

4. Flows connected to Stores are unnamed

def wfrFlow2(self):

"Flows connected to Stores are unnamed"

return (self.connection.forAll(lambda a:

implies(isinstance(a.participant,Store)), a.participant.name==""))

5. A FlowModifier can only have one kind of Flows connected to itself

def wfrModifier1(self):

"A FlowModifier can only have one kind of Flows connected to itself"

ownAss = MMSet()

for x in self.association:

ownAss.insert(x.association)

return (ownAss.forAll(lambda a:

a.oclIsKindOf(DataFlow)) or

ownAss.forAll(lambda a:

a.oclIsKindOf(ControlFlow)) or

ownAss.forAll(lambda a:

a.oclIsKindOf(PromptFlow)))

6. A FlowModifier can only have discrete or continous Flows connected
to itself
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def wfrModifier2(self):

"A FlowModifier can only have discrete or continous Flows connected to itself"

ownAss = MMSet()

for x in self.association:

ownAss.insert(x.association)

return (ownAss.forAll(lambda a:

a.type==FlowKind.fk_discrete) or

ownAss.forAll(lambda a:

a.type==FlowKind.fk_continous))

7. A Split has exactly one incoming and at least two outgoing Association-
Ends

def wfrSplit1(self):

"A Split has exactly one incoming and at least two outgoing AssociationEnds"

return ((self.getIncomingAssociationEnds().size()==1) and

(self.getOutgoingAssociationEnds().size()>=2))

8. Outgoing flows from a Clonesplit are unnamed

def wfrCloneSplit1(self):

"Outgoing flows from a Clonesplits are unnamed"

return((self.getOutgoingAssociationEnds().forAll(lambda a:

a.association.name=="")))

9. A Join has at least two incoming and exactly one outgoing Association-
End

def wfrJoin1(self):

"A Join has at least two incoming and exactly one outgoing AssociationEnd"

return ((self.getIncomingAssociationEnds().size()>=2) and

(self.getOutgoingAssociationEnds().size()==1))

10. Incoming flows to an OrJoin are unnamed

def wfrOrJoin1(self):

"Incoming flows to an OrJoin are unnamed"

return((self.getIncomingAssociationEnds().forAll(lambda a:

a.association.name=="")))

11. All DataTransformations must have both incoming and outgoing Flows

def wfrTransformation1(self):

"All DataTransformations must have both incoming and outgoing Flows"

return (self.getIncomingAssociationEnds().size()>0 and

self.getOutgoingAssociationEnds().size()>0)

12. A ControlTransformation can have only ControlFlows as inputs and
outputs
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def wfrControlTransformation1(self):

"A ControlTransformation can have only ControlFlows as inputs and outputs"

return (self.association.forAll(lambda ae:

ae.association.oclIsKindOf(ControlFlow)))

13. An ExternalEntity may only be connected to top-level DataTransfor-
mations

def wfrExternalEntity1(self):

"An ExternalEntity may only be connected to top-level DataTransformations"

return(self.getConnectedClassifiers().forAll(lambda c:

c.oclIsKindOf(DataTransformation) and

c.namespace.oclIsKindOf(Model)))

14. A non-abstract DataTransformation can have only DataFlows or Prompt-
Flows as inputs

def wfrDataTransformation1(self):

"A non-abstract DataTransformation can have only DataFlows or PromptFlows as inputs"

if (self.includedElements.size()>0):

return True

else:

return(self.getIncomingAssociationEnds().forAll(lambda ae:

(ae.association.oclIsKindOf(DataFlow)) or

ae.association.oclIsKindOf(PromptFlow)))

15. A Store may only be connected to a Transformation

def wfrStore1(self):

"A Store may only be connected to a Transformation"

return(self.getConnectedClassifiers().forAll(lambda c:

c.oclIsKindOf(Transformation)))

16. A DataStore may only be connected to DataFlows

def wfrDataStore1(self):

"A DataStore may only be connected to DataFlows"

return(self.association.forAll(lambda ae:

ae.association.oclIsKindOf(DataFlow)))

17. A ControlStore may only be connected to ControlFlows

def wfrControlStore1(self):

"A ControlStore may only be connected to ControlFlows"

return(self.association.forAll(lambda ae:

ae.association.oclIsKindOf(ControlFlow)))

18. A PromptFlow may contain either one event named ’trigger’ or two
events named ’enable’ and ’disable’
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def wfrPromptFlow1(self):

return((self.event.size()==1 and

self.event.includes(lambda a:

a.name=="trigger")) or

(self.event.size()==2 and

self.event.includes(lambda a:

a.name=="enable") and

self.event.includes(lambda a:

a.name=="disable")))

19. A PromptFlow must be discrete

def wfrPromptFlow2(self):

"A PromptFlow must be discrete"

return (self.type==FlowKind.fk_discrete)

20. All PromptFlows are unidirectional

def wfrPromptFlow3(self):

"All PromptFlows are unidirectional"

return (self.connection.forAll(lambda ae1,ae2:

implies((ae1.isNavigable == ae2.isNavigable),ae1==ae2)))
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